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Foreword
Many scientists, engineers, and concerned citizens, both within the United States and abroad,
are increasing our awareness of the real and potential damage that mankind is inflicting on Earth.
Govermnents are responding with plans and resources, first, to understand the mechanisms at play
and, then, to develop policies to protect the delicate balance of forces that shape our environment.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is one of the United States agencies
involved in this effort, and one role NASA must perform well is the identification and development
of advanced sensing methods, components, and operational spacecraft to support the scientific
investigators. Therefore, NASA's Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST),I working
with the field centers, initiated a concentrated effort to identify and prioritize the elements that
should make up a technology program focused on global change science requirements.
Langley Research Center (LaRC) senior management selected a team of representatives from
its science and technology development areas to assist in identifying and describing those LaRC
technologies that would be beneficial to a global change science program. This team, known as
the Global Change Technology Initiative (GCTI) Task Force, was responsible for generating the
technology material listed in section 3. The Task Force members (listed below) and other LaRC
personnel participated in a series of three workshops sponsored by NASA Headquarters (HQ) for
synthesizing inputs from all the NASA centers. Having completed this initial effort in support
of NASA OAST, the Task Force will continue, as appropriate, to provide HQ and LaRC senior
management with information about those technologies listed in this report or others that are newly
identified as being critical to the GCTI.
Lawrence F. Rowell
GCTI Task Force Participants:
James D. Lawrence, Jr., Atmospheric Sciences Division, Chairman
Frank Allario, Flight Electronics Division (FED)
Glenn R. Taylor, FED
Norman Barnes, FED
Richard R. Nelms, FED
Wayne H. Bryant, Information Systems Division (ISD)
Harry F. Benz, ISD
Jack E. Pennington, ISD
Thomas G. Campbell, Guidance and Control Division (GCD)
William L. Grantham, GCD
Ralph J. Muraca, Systems Engineering Division
Larry D. Pinson, Structural Dynamics Division
Bland A. Stein, Materials Division
L. Bernard Garrett, Space Systems Division (SSD)
Lawrence F. Rowell, SSD, Executive Secretary
I Reorganized in 1990 to be OAET (Office of Aeronautics and Exploration Technologies).
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1. Introduction
Since the launch of the first Television and In-
frared Observation Satellite (TIROS) in April 1960,
the United States has made tremendous strides in the
application of satellite remote sensing to the study of
Earth's land, oceans, and atmosphere. The growth
in remote sensing technology and operations has ben-
efited not only the science community, but also the
business sector and society as a whole by providing
both an increased understanding of the Earth system
and an associated improvement in predictive capa-
bility (ref. 1). The two principal federal agencies in-
volved in the development and use of remote sensing
are the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istration (NOAA) and the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), though many other
agencies such as the National Science Foundation,
Department of the Interior, Department of Agricul-
ture, Department of Defense, Department of Trans-
portation, and Environmental Protection Agency
have developed diverse uses for the data that are
produced.
Although we now view predictions of weather and
severe storms as commonplace, this was not possi-
ble before observational technologies, analysis tech-
niques, and operational spacecraft were available.
For the larger task of developing even simple pre-
dictive models of the total Earth system, many ad-
ditional measurement variables must be collected at
greatly increased temporal and spatial frequencies so
that the complex interactions among the hydrological
cycle, the biogeochemical cycle, and the climate can
be understood. A growing international concern re-
garding trends such as ozone depletion, global warm-
ing, and acid rain is generating an intense renewed
emphasis on Earth science and on the associated sup-
port technologies that are needed to enable a com-
prehensive global change program such as Mission to
Planet Earth (ref. 2). Many NASA responsibilities
will bear upon the success of a global change sci-
ence program; foremost among these activities will
be research and development of advanced space tech-
nologies and systems. Adequate measurement tech-
niques and operational systems have not been devel-
oped to collect the vast amounts of data needed to
understand the complex interactions among the sur-
face, oceanic, atmospheric, and biological elements
of the planet. Major advances in observation tech-
niques and sensors, data and information handling,
and spacecraft and operations technologies must be
achieved before the multidisciplinary science mea-
surements (discussed in section 2) can be made and
analyzed over sufficiently long time periods.
To this end, NASA is defining a technology pro-
gram intended specifically to enable and enhance a
global change science program. This Global Change
Technology Initiative (GCTI), proposed for a fund-
ing start in the 1991 fiscal year, will develop, to the
extent that the budget allows, the top-priority tech-
nology candidates in three major areas: observation
technologies, data and information technologies, and
spacecraft and operations technologies. NASA Head-
quarters (HQ) has involved the field centers in an
intensive study to identify and prioritize the tech-
nology candidates. This paper presents the elements
of the Langley Research Center (LaRC) technology
development work (discussed in section 3) that are
believed to be very important to the global change
science program. Not all these elements are likely
to be funded by the GCTI. Technical evaluations by
NASA HQ and budget issues will determine which of
the LaRC elements will be selected along with ele-
ments proposed by other centers for inclusion in the
eventual GCTI proposal. The final content of the
GCTI program will be documented by NASA HQ.
This paper will present briefly the science re-
quirements for a global change program. These
global change science issues and related measure-
ments must, of course, be addressed by some sens-
ing strategy, and the candidate sensors proposed for
each measurement will be summarized. Technologies
that are now or will be proposed as part of the LaRC
technology development program which enable or en-
hance these measurements will be described. De-
tailed descriptions will be given for each proposed
technology, including the scope, objective, and ap-
proach for that candidate; a technology readiness
timeline; a list of deliverables; and an estimate of
funding required to meet the deliverable milestones.
This report, documenting the products of the LaRC
GCTI Task Force, will be provided to NASA HQ to
support their efforts to develop a GCTI proposal for
presentation to the NASA Administrator.
2. Global Change Science Requirements
Global-scale changes now occurring in the chem-
ical composition of the atmosphere threaten seri-
ous alterations of the Earth's climate. Some of the
more significant environmental issues recently iden-
tified include
The greenhouse effect and possible global
warming: Such changes in the Earth's atmo-
spheric composition may result from factors
such as increased fossil fuel burning.
Ozone depletion: Dramatic seasonal ozone
losses have been detected in both the Arctic
andtheAntarcticpolarregions.Thereexists
a strongpotential link betweenman-made
pollutantsandtheseozonelosses.
Tropicaldeforestation:Thedestructionofthe
tropicalrainforestsisasignificantcontributor
to theatmosphericarbondioxideincreases.
To understandthesechanges,identify their
sources,and predict their consequencesrequires
extensiveglobal-scaleobservationsand associated
advancednewinstrumentationandspacecraft.Nu-
merousstudiescompletedin recentyearsby U.S.
and internationalagencieshavelistedthe primary
measurementshat mustbe madeif globalchange
processesare to beunderstood,modeled,andpre-
dicted.Oneof themostcomprehensivestudieswas
conductedby the Earth SystemSciencesCommit-
tee of the NASA AdvisoryCouncilbetween1983
and 1987.Its report,knownasthe Brethertonre-
port (ref.3), hasprovidedan informativeandoften-
quotedsourceof the issuesandthepossiblecourses
of actionto understandglobalchange.Thereport
hasservedasthebasisfor theglobalchangescience
requirementsdescribedin thissection,andthesum-
marytablesfromthereporthavebeenaugmentedby
additionalmeasurementeedsproposedbyscientists
interviewedat severalNASAfieldcenters.
Measurement Requirements
The NASA field centers including the Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory (JPL), the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC), and the Langley Research Cen-
ter (LaRC) surveyed their Earth scientists to iden-
tify any measurements beyond those listed in the
Bretherton report that were deemed important. The
study at JPL was conducted by Bob Gershman, at
GSFC by Scott Shipley of ST Systems Corp. (STX)
(GSFC internal report entitled "Science Traceability
for the Global Change Technology Initiative"), and
at LaRC by Tom Swissler. The scientists surveyed at
LaRC are primarily atmospheric scientists, and con-
sequently their additions to table I relate primarily
to trace gases that play a major role in global change
through the climate and biogeochemical areas.
Table I is a list of the measurement require-
ments combined from these sources and an inter-
nal report produced by the Geostationary Plat-
form Earth Sciences Steering Committee (GPESSC)
at Marshall Space Flight Center. (Internal report
entitled "Geostationary Science Steering Group
Committee Report: Understanding Dynamic Earth
System Processes--The Need for Geostationary Ob-
servations.") The table describes the measurement
objective, the target of the observation, the temporal
and spatial resolutions, the percentage accuracy re-
quired, clarification comments, the potential mea-
surement methods, and the various sources that iden-
tified the measurement as being important. The
LaRC, JPL, and GSFC items included are additions
to the Bretherton list. The GPESSC itenls include
all measurements mentioned in their report whether
or not identified already by the Bretherton report. A
total of 108 measurements are identified in this list,
and they are divided into the following categories: so-
lar irradiance; tropospheric constituents (trace gases,
ozone, aerosols, clouds); stratospheric constituents
(trace gases, ozone, aerosols); atmospheric response
variables (temperature, pressure, wind, precipita-
tion, radiation components); surface characteristics
(soil moisture, vegetation index, biomass burning,
volcanoes, albedo); ocean variables (temperature, sea
ice extent, sea level, CO2 content); and plate mo-
tions. No doubt others could be added by scientists
in disciplines not well represented within this table.
The fact that several instruments (and resolutions)
may be proposed for many of these measurements in-
dicates that different applications can be made of a
single science measurement.
Measurement History
Table II presents the history and current status
of these measurements. The first two columns of ta-
ble II are repeated from table I, but additional in-
formation has been presented. As is shown in this
table, of 108 observables listed, 86 are currently be-
ing measured (at some resolution). Of these, only
50 have been measured by space-based systems, im-
plying that the remainder have unacceptable tem-
poral or spatial coverage. In fact, most of these
measurements require enhanced spatial and tempo-
ral resolution in order to achieve the global cover-
age needed to infer knowledge of climate and global
change. Thus, the need for greatly increased opera-
tional systems is obvious. Whether these unaccom-
plished measurements should be taken from in situ,
aircraft, or spacecraft platforms will be determined
by the coverage and repeat frequency requirements.
For example, global climatology studies require long-
term, accurate measurements on a global scale, while
regional process studies require short-term measure-
ments with high temporal resolution.
For 22 of these measurements, no routine op-
erational sensor exists. Twelve of these measure-
ment requirements are considered to be equivalent
to the Bretherton report category of essential priority
(No. 3), nine are in the category of highly important
(No. 2), and one is in the category of substantially
important (No. 1).
The importanceof thesemeasurementrequire-
mentscanbebetter understoodby citing someof
theirrolesin globalchangecharacterization:
Ozonedepletion:requirementsforglobaldaily
measurementsof stratosphericozoneandre-
latedphotochemicallyimportantstratospheric
tracegases
Greenhousewarming:requirementsforglobal
daily measurementsof atmospherictemper-
atures,radiationbudgetcomponents,trace
gasesandparticulates,oceanparameters,and
windfields
Air pollution:requirementsformeasurements
of troposphericgases,particulates,precipita-
tion,andpHof rain andclouds
Landsurfacecharacteristics:requirementsfor
measurementsof soilmoisture,precipitation,
cloud cover,radiation budgetcomponents,
landsurfacetemperatures,vegetationcover-
age,surfaceroughness,andriverrunoff
Transientevents:requirementsfor measure-
mentinformationonvolcanoes,earthquakes,
andfloods
Theparticularintentof agivenmeasurementre-
quirementwill affectthesensorselectionandtheres-
olutiondesired.Forexample,techniquesand reso-
lutionsneededto measurecloud-topaltitudesmay
be differentfrom thoseneededto estimateloca-
tionandextentof cloudcover.Thus,theextensive
arrayof measurementsin table I indicatesthose
sensorsneededaboardorbitingspacecraftfor con-
ductingspace-basedremotesensing,andtableII in-
dicatesthedeficienciesin thesensormaturityorop-
erationalstatus.Thetechnologiesneededto enable
thosesensors,to handlethe resultantdata,and to
supporttheiroperationin thespaceenvironmentare
thetechnologiesof interesto GCTI.
3. Advanced Technology Needs
A seriesof threeworkshopswassponsoredby
NASAHQ to gatherthe total NASAinput to the
GCTI program. The format used to present each
technology proposed at these workshops was a four-
quadrant chart ("quad" chart) which summarized the
highlights of the proposal. These charts (LaRC's
proposals are presented in the appendices) provide
a detailed description of each technology as follows:
the upper left quadrant gives the scope, objective,
and rationale for the proposed technology; the up-
per right quadrant discusses the proposed approach
as well as a list of deliverable items; the bottom left
quadrant presents the writer's estimate of the sched-
ule for achieving the technology readiness levels (de-
fined in table III), and the bottom right quadrant
presents the writer's estimate for the funding and
manpower required to accomplish each identified de-
liverable. The name of the quad chart writer is indi-
cated in the upper right corner. Since this material
was developed by many individuals, there is some
variation in adherence to the formats, but in general,
similar information appears throughout.
The work breakdown structure (WBS) developed
for the GCTI in the three workshops is given in ta-
ble IV and consists of three major thrusts: (1) ob-
servation technologies (WBS 1.0), (2) spacecraft and
operations technologies (WBS 2.0), and (3) data and
information systems technologies (WBS 3.0). NASA
HQ has published a report (ref. 4) describing the
needs in these areas. The GCTI technologies pro-
posed by LaRC at these workshops are presented in
appendices A, B, and C for each thrust area. Table V
summarizes the number of proposals (quad charts)
submitted by LaRC in each area and shows the re-
quested funding totals in each fiscal year (FY 90
to 95) as extracted from the quad charts. A sum-
mary table listing the proposal titles is given in the
appendices before each section of the WBS. LaRC
had proposals in all but one WBS element (1.3 Sub-
millimeter). LaRC proposals that were included in
tile HQ GCTI package (as of July 1989) are indi-
cated in the summary tables within each appendix
by a WBS number in the column denoted "NASA
GCTI WBS." The technologies eventually chosen for
GCTI funding will be selected from those listed in
the appendices and from similar proposals made by
other NASA centers.
Observation Technologies (WBS 1.0)
LaRC contributed 40 technology proposals in 7
of the 8 observation technology subelements (appen-
dix A). These included entries in the areas of coolers,
detectors, microwave sensing, optics, pointing and
control, lasers, and calibration. The emphases of the
observation technology proposals are primarily to ad-
vance maturity of the instruments and to improve
overall measurement performance by development of
better pointing, control, and calibration techniques.
In order to better understand the importance of the
LaRC proposals, the following discussion will address
the development maturity of the sensing techniques.
Table I presents the broad list of measurements
desirable for a global change science program, and
the "measurement method" column often lists more
than one possible observation approach. To assist
in identifying the areas having the greatest tech-
nology needs, table II highlights the measurement
maturity for eachobservable.Somesensorshave
flownoperationally;othershaveflownasexperimen-
tal systems;and still othersareonly proposedex-
perimentsor, asyet, areunscheduledfor develop-
ment.Thus,it ispossibleto relatethescienceneeds
to technologyneedsvia themeasurementtechnique.
TableVI presentsin a matrix formatthe list of the
top-levelmeasurementcategoriescross-referencedto
thetechniquesthat havebeenproposedforeachob-
servable.For example,six potentialsensingtech-
niqueshavebeenidentifiedfor measuringthetropo-
sphericozoneconcentration.In additionto linking
the observableto potentialsensingtechniques,this
tablelinkseachtechniqueto theadvancedtechnolo-
giesrequiredto enableorenhanceit. Ascanbeseen
in thelowerportionofthetable,boththespacecraft
and the data and informationtechnologiescanbe
sogenerallyapplicableasto enhanceall thesensing
techniques.
TableVI alsoshowstheresolutionandaccuracy
deemedadequatefor eachof the variablesaspro-
posedby the respondeesto LaRC'ssurvey.These
numbersaredifferentin somecasesfrom the reso-
lutionsofferedin tableI; this reflectsthe different
applicationsthat variousscientistsmaymakeof the
sameobservable.
The sensingneeds,in general, for a global
Earthobservationmeasurementprogramincludethe
following:
Lasersystemsfor measuringcloud heights,
aerosols,temperature,moisture,chemicalcom-
position,andwinds
Instrumentsfor measurementsinatmospheric
chemistry
High-resolutionatmosphericsoundersincor-
porating visible, infrared, and microwave
channels
Improvedactive/passivemicrowavesensors
for surfacehydrologicstudiesand precipita-
tion measurements
Earthradiationflux detectors
Theextentofthetechnologydevelopmenteeded
to bringanyspecifictechniqueto maturityvaries,of
course,with thetechniqueandits application.The
technologyreadinessof thesensingtechniqueslisted
in tableVI will nowbedescribedusinga scaleof 1
to 8 asdefinedin tableIII.
Theauthorswishto acknowledgeCharlesHusson
of STSystemsCorp.(STX)for hiscontributionsto
thefollowingdescriptionsof technologyreadinessof
thesciencesensors.
Light detection and ranging (_lidar). Atmo-
spheric physical and chemical properties as measured
by laser interactions are well supported by theory
and experiment. The design specifications for the
components of a lidar system can be readily defined
in order to achieve the required instrument perfor-
mance. However, for the global change era, across-
the-board improvements in component technology
are required to extend the instrument performance;
reduce weight, volume, and power; and comply with
spacecraft integration requirements. As a generic in-
strumentation technology, lidar for global change is
at level 3 and has passed through analytical concep-
tual design tests and in many cases has been demon-
strated experimentally. Measurement requirements
are being modified to meet the needs of future global
change observations, and these inputs will challenge
the component development and availability. The
Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment (LASE) and
the Lidar In-Space Technology Experiment (LITE)
provide a basis for the extrapolation to other lidar ap-
plications and a framework within which to design fu-
ture instruments. Improvements under the GCTI in
fixed and tunable lasers with optimized wavelengths;
in laser wavemeters, filters, and receivers; and in tele-
scopes are the prime requisites for reaching level 4
(critical functions/characteristics demonstrated).
Gas correlation. Gas filter correlation radiom-
etry (GFCR) is based on a well-established labora-
tory technology to detect gas species by the matched-
filtering spectral-absorption properties of a gas in
a test cell. While dual-beam spectroscopy has an-
tecedents in sophisticated laboratory apparatus and
is used to make passive remote measurements from
the ground, aircraft, and spacecraft, the long optical
paths and broadband source radiation inherent in re-
mote passive sensing are limiting factors in the global
change era. While for global change GFCR can be
considered at level 3, current applications such as the
Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite (MAPS)
instrument and the Halogen Occultation Experiment
(HALOE) instrument will serve as precursors to ad-
vance the technology maturity. To meet the require-
ments for global change observations, further com-
ponent development is required in detectors and test
cell life, stability, and sensitivity; in telescope design;
in beam path optics; and in solid-state modulators.
With the availability of these improved components,
GFCR instrument level 4 can be achieved.
Ultraviolet radiometry--O.01 to 0.450 #m.
Using ultraviolet (UV) radiometry to measure so-
lar radiance and the Earth's upper atmosphere
has a well-developed basis in science. GCTI pro-
gram activities will be focused on the development
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of efficientoptical throughput,stable and sensi-
tivedetectors,andopticalbeamdevicesto enhance
informationprocessing.UV radiometryfor global
changeapplicationshas passedthe level 2 (con-
ceptualdesignformulated)readinesstateand,for
someapplications,hasbeentestedin space.For
futurefield-of-view,spatialresolution,andsensitiv-
ity requirements,level3 or 4 canbe reachedonly
whencomponentsrequiredby the level2 designs
areavailableandtested.Thesecomponentsinclude
spectrometers,interferometers,lenses,detectors,and
informationprocessingcomponents.
Visible radiometry--0.450 to 0.750 #m.
Visible radiometry is probably the most widely un-
derstood technology in the remote sensing inventory.
For the global change era, users will be extending
component capabilities to obtain better calibration,
spectral resolution, and spatial resolution with their
concomitant pointing, motion, and optical implica-
tions. Of these, calibration is the most critical. For
example, measurement requirements of 10 nm spec-
tral resolution with a system accuracy of 1 percent
and 100 m spatial resolution challenge the current
technology. While many of the global change science
instrument concepts have moved into level 5 readi-
ness (component/breadboard tested in a relevant en-
vironment), cost penalties and trade-offs associated
with flight such as weight, power, volume, spectral
and spatial resolution, motion compensation, sensor
calibration, and information data density govern the
overall level of technical readiness. In this broad
sense, the global change visible radiometer instru-
ment has entered level 4.
Infrared radiometry--O. 750 to 2.0 #m. For
the pre-global change mission environment, infrared
(IR) radiometry from 0.750 to 2.0 #m is a well-
developed remote measurement technology. How-
ever, for the global change era, there are require-
ments for increased spatial and spectral resolution,
narrower fields of view, and long-term stability of op-
tical and detection components. Also, major efforts
are required to reduce weight, volume, and power.
Analytical models are required to determine opti-
cal cleaning processes, telescope contamination, and
heat flow in the field of view. This development work
is a precursor for level 4 activity. In fact, there are
still some efforts required to complete level 3, but
the infrared radiometry instrument technology ini-
tiatives in the 0.750 to 2.0 #m regime will primarily
be directed to the completion of level 4.
Far infrared radiometry--2.0 to 100 #m.
Far infrared (FIR) radiometry instruments have pre-
cursors in the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE) and the Clouds and Earth's Radiant En-
ergy System (CERES) upon which to build global
change broadband instruments. Spectroscopy of the
Atmosphere using Far Infrared Emissions (SAFIRE)
is a precursor for molecular species measurements
in FIR. The GCTI development should provide im-
provements in broadband detectors, calibration, and
narrow-field-of-view telescopes. Also, better models
for heat transfer, contamination, and stability are
required for testing and analysis. Technology im-
provements to FIR radiometry are focused on instru-
ment performance, weight, volume, and power for the
global change era. Since the GCTI effort will be di-
rected to get the best performance out of the indi-
vidual component technologies, the instrument per-
formance requirements will depend on the achievable
component technology. Completion of level 3 is possi-
ble with preliminary results from the GCTI program
and from CERES. When component performance is
demonstrated, level 4 activities may begin.
Submillimeter wave. Submillimeter hetero-
dyne receiver technology is the only technique capable
of providing the required sensitivity and spectral res-
olution to simultaneously monitor both primary and
trace species involved in the destruction of strato-
spheric ozone. The current state of the art in submil-
limeter technology covers frequencies up to 200 GHz.
The existing gallium arsenide mixers do not have suf-
ficient sensitivity to detect all the species on a global
scale. New quantum well or varactor solid-state local
oscillators and submillimeter receivers at 1200 and
2000 GHz must be developed for critical observations
of OH and HF. Heterodyne receiver technology does
not exist for these frequencies. Both photoconduc-
tive and superconducting mixers will be pursued, and
lower temperature coolers must be available. Over-
all, the instrument performance, now at level 2, de-
pends on component development matched to global
change requirements.
Microwave radiometry. Passive microwave
technology has the following factors affecting its fu-
ture development: instrument development, perfor-
mance characterization, spacecraft integration re-
quirements, and the analyses of data decomposition
algorithms. Requirements in the global change era
include more stringent specifications on the lobe ef-
fects, surface finishes, and receiver technology. Anal-
ysis of complex, asymmetrical, large receiving anten-
nas has not been completed, and resulting antenna
designs may create challenging spacecraft integration
problems. Further, the receiver technology and infor-
mation processing concepts are closely linked to the
antenna design and performance. For these reasons,
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muchofthemicrowaveradiometryinstrumentactiv-
ity is limited primarily to level2 and partially to
level3. Thetechnicalinitiativesto bringmicrowave
radiometryinto the globalchangeerawill address
the level2 andlevel3 issueswithin the contextof
spacecraftweight,volume,power,and integration
limits. Prior to reachinglevel4, full-scaletestswill
berequired.
Active microwaves. Active microwave technol-
ogy has three facets to its readiness level: (1) the
complexity of the reflection system, (2) the pointing
and control management and implementation sys-
tem, and (3) the detectors. Because of platform lim-
itations, microwave antenna reflection systems are
typically asymmetrical and difficult to analyze or
design to obtain the desired improvements in the
scanning and ranging requirements. Further, the
narrow-field-of-view requirements for global change
applications require significant reduction of lobe pat-
terns. This difficulty is further increased by the
asymmetry of the antenna system. Detector im-
provement is less demanding than that required for
passive systems. The technology initiatives for global
change will be directed at level 2 and level 3 activi-
ties. Some full-scale testing will be required to reach
level 4.
Active cavity radiometry. Active cavity
radiometers require cryogenic coolers in order to
achieve the needed improvements in time constants,
sensitivity, and field of view. As yet, the detectors,
cooling, and calibration components have not been
integrated as an instrument package. While the com-
ponents are mature, the instrument itself must next
be brought to level 5 (component/breadboard tested
in relevant environment).
In situ. This category implies no particular sens-
ing technique, but will require application of many
of the techniques discussed above. Although the
stringent requirements placed on an instrument for
remote sensing do not generally apply to in situ mea-
surements, the technology advances made in compo-
nents will surely find applications here as well.
The quad charts in appendix A represent LaRC
proposals in the observations thrust.
Spacecraft and Operations Technologies
(WBS 2.0)
Although the discussion in the previous section
has highlighted the critical issue of sensor maturity
and the technology needs of the instruments, many
additional supporting technologies must be devel-
oped relative to the spacecraft that carries the instru-
ments and to the data-handling systems that store
and process the huge volume of information the in-
struments produce. This section presents the work
breakdown structure (WBS) developed to categorize
the spacecraft technologies, and the next section ad-
dresses the information systems. LaRC contributed
18 quad charts in the 6 spacecraft WBS subelements
(appendix B). These included entries in the areas of
materials, structures and control, systems analysis,
power, propulsion, and thermal control. In three of
these areas (WBS 2.4, 2.5, 2.6), the proposals sub-
mitted by LaRC were related to nondestructive eval-
uation (NDE) techniques for monitoring system and
component health. In WBS 2.3, the three proposals
for systems analyses assume cooperation with other
centers, but LaRC proposes to lead these activities
and provide funds to others as suballotments from
the total funding.
The emphases of technology proposals in this
WBS thrust are very broad and address improve-
ments needed in all the spacecraft subsystems as
well as in their integration into operational space-
craft that can achieve the performance required by
the global change science mission. While the vari-
ous disciplines (e.g., power, propulsion, and attitude
control) continue to advance subsystem and compo-
nent capabilities, their utilization in flight systems
is limited because of a lack of flight qualification
history and heritage. It is proposed that a flight
qualification program be initiated under the GCTI
to carry those particularly promising technologies to
flight hardware status. These subsystems and com-
ponents could then be incorporated into the future
system-level designs with reasonable expectations of
obtaining acceptance and approval.
Materials. Global change missions require
highly efficient platform and experiment support
structures with stable geometry, long (5 to 30 years)
life, and reliable performance in both geostationary
and low Earth orbits. The materials element ad-
dresses the need to develop structural and tribolog-
ical materials and coatings and nondestructive eval-
uation/inspection technology for reliable long-term
performance of high-precision observation systems,
reflectors, antennas, and stable platforms.
Structures and controls. The employment
of multi-instrument platforms with their stringent
pointing accuracy and stability specifications re-
quired by global change science dictates the develop-
ment of new structures and control technologies. The
structures and control element addresses the issues
associated with potentially large and flexible plat-
form structures and reflectors (erectable and deploy-
able) and pointing, dynamics, and control.
6
Systems. The proposed Mission to Planet
Earth (MPE) presents unprecedented challenges in
all spacecraft and sensor system areas as well as in
integration and on-orbit verification of all these sys-
tems to effect an operational spacecraft. The sys-
tems element provides the methodologies, tools (soft-
ware, graphics, workstations), and studies needed
to conduct spacecraft/platform/sensor system- and
subsystem-level design and evaluations. Such stud-
ies assess the relative merits that various space in-
frastructures, competing technologies, or operational
strategies might have. An MPE architectural sys-
tem study now underway will compare the perfor-
mance and complexity of placing subsets of the global
change sensors in low Earth orbit, geostationary or-
bit, or other intermediate orbits. A second system
study is examining the performance of geostation-
ary platform concepts to achieve the pointing and
stability requirements for a complement of 18 typi-
cal instruments proposed for global change science.
This study will quantify the sources of performance
limitations and the benefits that can be derived from
application of various advanced technology options.
Other studies include requirements for autono-
mous and adaptive on-orbit integration, certification,
and verification; requirements for automated assem-
bly and checkout of large platforms; and assessment
of space environmental effects on systems.
Power, propulsion, thewmal control. The
LaRC proposals in these areas represent various ap-
plications of nondestructive evaluation techniques to
improve the monitoring and diagnosis of system and
component health.
The elements in the spacecraft/operations tech-
nology program include analysis, design, develop-
ment, integration, test, and verification of compo-
nents and systems and the use of ground and flight
tests and operations. These activities should result in
better prediction of system performance, lower risk,
and greater confidence in meeting mission objectives.
The quad charts in appendix B represent LaRC
proposals in the spacecraft and operations thrust.
Data and Information Systems
Technologies (WBS 3.0)
The data volume and data rates that will be
produced by the instruments proposed for a global
change science program will greatly exceed all previ-
ous science programs. The supporting information
system must provide end-to-end services including
data acquisition, storage and communication, and
delivery to the user community. LaRC contributed
24 quad charts in the 4 WBS subelements (appen-
dix C). These included entries in the areas of systems,
flight element, information transfer, and ground ele-
ment technologies. The emphases of the technologies
in this thrust are very broad and address such di-
verse issues as flight and ground element hardware,
software, and architectures, as well as software devel-
opment environments, networks, and user interfaces.
Systems technology. A review of the informa-
tion system maturity reveals the need for improve-
ment in several key areas: application of standards
at command, data, and interface development; use of
software engineering approaches for creation of soft-
ware at all levels, including flight, ground, and user
applications; development of integrated tool sets that
cover the entire development life cycle for both hard-
ware and software (design, rapid prototyping, per-
formance evaluation, integration, test, and calibra-
tion); use of test beds for determining reliability of
hardware and software designs; creation of reusable
software packages; and the application of automa-
tion for reducing the burden of continuous mission
operations.
Flight element technologies. The perfor-
mance of the orbiting sensors, in terms of system
reliability, adaptability, and data quality, can be
improved by using processing elements specifically
matched to individual sensors. Such sensor pre-
processing takes advantage of intimate knowledge of
the sensor characteristics and optimizes use of the
spacecraft resources while still delivering data in a
generic format suitable for shared processing. The
technologies holding the most promise include ad-
vanced neural networks, optical preprocessors, hy-
brid digital processors, and chip-level integration.
Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) technologies will
be required to deliver components that meet the con-
straints of weight, power, and size. In addition, the
onboard data system used to gather, store, and de-
liver science data can be improved to reduce data
flow bottlenecks. The significant technologies in this
area include high data rate, large volume storage
systems; data compression and autonomous target-
of-opportunity techniques; and interconnect systems
with low electromagnetic interference susceptibility.
Information transfer. The highest priority
technologies needed for development of the high-
performance, space-based communications systems
will be those that enable use of the wideband op-
tical frequencies and high accuracy beam pointing.
These include improvements in laser power output
and receiver sensitivity and will result in smaller
antennas, improved packaging, and reductions in
spacecraft disturbance torques, size, weight, and
power. The ground segment requires improvement
in thosetechnologiesthat enablebroaddistribution
and dataaccessto principalinvestigatorsandend
users. Specifically,high-performancenetworksand
microwavegroundterminalsareneededfor accessto
dataarchivesandsupercomputingresourcesothat
communicationsnetworkperformancewill becom-
mensuratewith recentadvancesin opticalstorage
andscientificworkstationperformance.
Ground element technologies. Maximizing
the scientific return from the collected data is the
broad emphasis of this area. The multidisciplinary
nature of Earth system science will require scien-
tists to study data sets outside their normal areas of
expertise and to process and understand the impli-
cations of the data. Obvious technology needs will
include the advancement of mass storage devices,
high-performance parallel processors, and informa-
tion extraction techniques that can accommodate the
huge volume of science data. In addition, smart user
interfaces will be needed to support data query, filter-
ing, and visualization, and to enable scientists to col-
laborate with others to fuse data for comprehension.
Special purpose processors will also be needed for ef-
ficient processing of sensor- or problem-specific algo-
rithms, and improvement in modeling techniques will
be required to reconstruct and simulate the Earth
processes identified under this science program.
The quad charts in appendix C represent LaRC
proposals in the data and information systems thrust.
4. Programmatic Assessment
The 82 LaRC proposals summarized in table V
were submitted during the course of 3 workshops held
to develop the GCTI WBS and to prioritize technolo-
gies. Fifty-nine of these were still included, in some
form, within the full GCTI quad package distributed
in late June 1989 by NASA, OAST. The GCTI has
been envisioned as having three emphases for its tech-
nology developments (table VII). In phase 1, those
technologies that support or provide needed alter-
natives for the near-term Earth Observing System
(EOS) will be included under EOS technology. In
phase 2, those technologies applicable to other low
Earth (LEO) or geostationary-orbiting (GEO) sen-
sors and spacecraft will be included under LEO/GEO
technologies. These two phases are the only ones cur-
rently proposed for the FY 91 funding start. Phase 3
technologies are those specifically dictated by a fu-
ture Mission to Planet Earth infrastructure and will
be identified at a future time.
Budget realities will likely dictate that all of
LaRC's proposals cannot be accommodated within
GCTI. However, some of these proposals may be
addressed under existing OAST base funding or fo-
cused research and technology programs. In any
event, the role that LaRC plays in the future global
change program must be shaped by a conscientious
effort by LaRC management to acquire the resources
and to prioritize the programs that it feels will serve
the nation and NASA best.
5. Concluding Remarks
Global change is a documented reality and a fo-
cus of international scientific and policy concern. The
greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, and acid rain have
heightened worldwide awareness of the need for a bet-
ter understanding of the Earth's atmosphere and its
dynamic interactions with the land and oceans. A
brief overview has been given of the global change
science issues and their related measurements. The
science requirements and candidate sensors for each
measurement have been summarized. Technologies
that enable or enhance these measurements have
been proposed as part of the Langley Research Cen-
ter (LaRC) technology development program. De-
tailed descriptions have also been given for each pro-
posed technology, including the scope, objective, and
approach for that candidate; a technology readiness
timeline; a list of deliverables; and an estimate of
the resources needed to meet the deliverables mile-
stones. This report, documenting the products of the
LaRC 'Global Change Technology Initiative (GCTI)
Task Force, will be provided to NASA Headquarters
to support their efforts to develop a GCTI program.
In addition, it is hoped that the areas of technol-
ogy advancement highlighted by this report will mo-
tivate research and development by industry and uni-
versities so that the gap between the desire for and
the reality of global change understanding will be
narrowed.
NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
August 22, 1990
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Appendix A
Observation Technology Proposals (WBS 1.0)
LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.1 Coolers
Technology
Leak monitor for refrigerants
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
Proposal flmding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90 FY91
0.1
0.1
FY92
0.1
0.1
FY93
0.1
0.1
FY94 FY95
0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2
9
10
LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.2 Detectors
Technology
Long-life detector arrays
InGaAs avalanche photodiodes
Multiquantum well infrared detectors
Broadband sensor technology
Far infrared technoIogy
Detector arrays for smart sensing
Chip-level integration of
sensor preprocessing
Smart sensors
Totals
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
NASA
GCTI
WBS FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95
1.21 0.5 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0
1.22 .2 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2
1.22 .2 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2
1.24 .125 .125 .125 .125 .25 .25
1.25 .5 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 0
1.26 .5 2.0 2.0 1.0 0
3.21-1 2.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 0
1.525 6.025 8.725 8.725 8.05 4.65
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LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.4 Microwave Sensing
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
Technology
Precision membrane reflector
Distributed phased array
Large space antenna
Measurement/calibration
Electronically scanning
Characterization of reflector
materials
RF interference rejection
Precision ranging radar
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.41
1.42
1.42
1.42
FY90
0.50
0.40
0.90
FY91
2.8
1.25
0.95
2.0
0.90
0.20
0.40
0.10
8.60
FY92
4.1
2.05
1.8
1.50
2.00
0.40
0.60
0.10
12.55
FY93
3.7
1.85
1.35
0.50
2.80
0.40
0.90
0.20
11.70
FY94 FY95
3.0 2.3
1.55 0.65
0.50 0.30
0.50 0.50
2.50 2.00
0.10 0
1.20 0
0.20 0
9.55 5.75
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LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.5 Optics
Technology
Radiation tolerant materials
Contamination
Cryogenic materials
Optics/thermal/control/structure
interact ion
Unwanted radiation
Lightweight optics
Ultrastable optical mounts
Microlens technology
Active cavity radiometer
Totals
Proposal funding requirements millions of dollars
NASA
GCTI
WBS
1.51
1.51
1.51
1.52
1.52
1.53
1.53
1.53
FY90
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.15
0.125
FY91
0.3
0.25
0.15
0.15
0.4
0.75
0.25
0.3
0.125
0.975 2.675
FY92 FY93
0.6 0.5
0.3 0.2
0.55 0.75
0.3 0.4
0.5 0.5
1.0 3.O
0.35 O.45
0.4 0.5
0.2 0.2
4.2 6.5
FY94 FY95
0.4 0.1
0.1
0.25
0.25
0.2 0.2
2.5
0.40 0.30
0.1
0.5 0.5
4.70 1.10
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LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.6 Pointing and Control
Technology
Advanced pointing/servo
Mechanical scanning
Advanced fiber optics
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
1.61
FY90
Proposal flmding requirements, millions of dollars
FY91
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.9
FY92
0.5
0.4
0.2
1.1
FY93
0.5
2.0
0.2
2.7
FY94
0.5
0.7
0.3
1.5
FY95
0.4
0.3
0.7
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LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.7 Lasers
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
Technology
Semiconductor laser arrays
Midinfrared lidar technology
Coherent doppler lidar
CO2 laser catalyst
Scanning lidar technology
Laser wavemeter
Nonlinear frequency conversion
High-resolution lidar
Differential absorption
measurements
Gas filter correlation radiometer
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
1.75
1.71
1.72
1.72
1.73
1.73
1.71
1.73
1.73
1.81
FY90
0.1
0.1
FY91
1.0
1.0
0.3
1.0
0.25
0.3
1.1
0.2
0.3
0.5
5.95
FY92
1.2
1.0
0.7
1.0
0.5
0.5
1.6
0.2
0.8
1.0
8.5
FY93
1.2
1.5
1.3
2.0
1.5
0.4
1.6
0.3
0.8
1.0
11.6
FY94 FY95
2.0 0
2.0 0
2.4 4.0
2.0 2.0
1.0 2.0
0.4 0.1
0.9 0
0.4 0.4
0.6 0
1.5 0
13.2 8.5
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LaRC GCTI Observation Technologies
1.8 Calibration
Technology
Earth radiation instrument
calibration facility
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
1.81
Proposal
FY90 FY91
1.5
1.5
funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY92
1.1
FY93 FY94
0.2
0.21.1
FY95
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Appendix B
Spacecraft and Operations Technology Proposals (WBS 2.0)
LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.1 Materials
Technology
Materials
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE):
Fiber optics for tethers
Thermal properties for tethers
Platform materials
Sensors for structures
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
2.11 .13
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90 FY91
3.6
0.2
0.15
0.15
0.15
4.25
FY92
7.2
0.2
0.15
0.2
0.15
7.90
FY93
9.7
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
10.6
FY94
10.6
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
11.7
FY95
10.0
0.5
0.3
0.15
0.2
11.15
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LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.2 Structures and Control
Technology
Structures
Pointing dynamics and control
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
2.21
2.22
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90 FY91 FY92
4
6
l0
FY93
7.5
8
15.5
FY94 FY95
9
12 15
21 15
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LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.3 Systems Analysis
Technology
Systems engineering analysis
Certification and verification
Operations
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE):
Robotic servicing
Fastener recertification
Characterization of contaminants
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
2.31
2.32
2.33
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90
1.5
1.5
FY91
5.5
2.0
2.1
0.3
0.15
0.2
10.25
FY92
7.0
6.0
2.6
0.25
0.15
0.2
16.2
FY93
9.0
7.5
3.0
0.2
0.15
0.2
20.05
FY94
34.0
9.0
3.2
0.25
0.15
0.3
46.9
FY95
37.0
10.0
3.4
0.25
0.05
0.2
50.9
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LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.4 Power
Technology
Electronics nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95
0.2 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.25
0.2 0.25 0.2 0.25 0.25
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LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.5 Propulsion
Technology
Thermal NDE for pressurized vessels
Weld inspection
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
Proposal funding requirements, millions of doIIars
FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 FY94 FY95
0.15 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.1
0.2 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1
0.35 0.3 0.35 0.45 0.2
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LaRC GCTI Spacecraft Technologies
2.6 Thermal Control
Technology
NDE for thermal control
Thermoelastic NDE
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
Proposal
FY90 FY91
0.2
0.15
0.35
funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY92
0.2
0.15
FY93
0.3
0.2
0.5
FY94
0.3
0.3
0.60.35
FY95
0.3
0.1
0.4
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Appendix C
Data and Information Systems Technology Proposals (WBS 3.0)
LaRC GCTI Information Technologies
3.1 Systems
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
Technology
Tool development and integration
Architectures
Software engineering
Dependable software
Software library and reuse
Automated parallel software
NASA
GCTI
WBS
3.11-2
3.11-1
3.12-4
3.12 5
3.12-3
3.12-1
FY90 FY91
0.45
0.8
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.5
3.95
FY92
0.65
1.5
1.3
1.1
1.0
1.0
6.55
FY93
0.95
1.0
2.0
1.2
1.0
2.0
8.15
FY94
0.6
0.5
1.5
1.1
1.0
1.0
5.7
FY95
0.2
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.5
3.5
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
LaRC GCTI Information Technologies
3.2 Flight Element
Technology
Digital signal processor
Application-specific
integrated circuits
Chip-level integration
Low power GaAs preprocessors
Multiprocessors for sensor fusion
Spaceborne 32-bit RISC
16-bit VHSIC 1750A
32-bit VHSIC 1750A
High performance laser for
optical recording
Photonic network
Spaceflight optical disk recorder
Integrated data processor
Sensor specific preprocessing
Totals
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
NASA
GCTI
WBS
3.21-2
3.22-1
3.22-2
3.22-1
FY90
0.2
0.2
0.4
FY91
1.5
0.8
2.0
0.4
1.0
7.0
1.5
2.0
0.5
0.6
3.3
0.7
6.0
27.3
FY92
2.0
4.0
3.0
0.6
1.0
7.0
1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
4.0
0.7
8.0
33.8
FY93
4.0
4.5
3.0
1.0
1.5
7.0
0.8
0.8
0.5
1.0
5.0
0.8
16.0
45.9
FY94 FY95
4.0
1.5 1.5
3.0 3.0
1.0 0.5
1.5 1.0
7.0 7.0
0.5 0.5
1.0 0.5
4.0 3.0
1.0 0.1
16.0 6.0
40.5 23.1
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LaRC GCTI Information Technologies
3.3 Information Transfer
Technology
High performance semiconductor
lasers
Optical crosslink communications
Optical backplane interconnect
High speed fiber optic
transceiver
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
3.31-1
3.31 2
3.32-1
Proposal flmding requirements, millions of dollars
FY90
0.5
0.5
1.0
FY91
0.5
5.0
0.5
0.3
6.3
FY92
0.5
5.0
0.5
0.4
6.4
FY93
0.8
6.0
0.5
0.5
7.8
FY94 FY95
0.8 0.8
8.0 10.0
0.5 0.5
1.0
10.3 11.3
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LaRC GCTI Information Technologies
3.4 Ground Element
Technology
Ground-based optical disk
Totals
NASA
GCTI
WBS
3.41-6
Proposal
FY90 FY91
0.5
0.5
funding requirements, millions of dollars
FY94
1.5
1.5
FY92 FY93
1.0 1.5
1.0 1.5
FY95
2.0
2.0
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Table III. Technology Readiness Levels
Readiness
Level Definition
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Basic principles observed and reported
Conceptual design formulated
Conceptual design tested analytically or experimentally
Critical functions/characteristics demonstrated
Component/breadboard tested in relevant environment
Prototype engineering model tested in relevant environment
Engineering model tested in space
Full operational capability (incorporated in production design)
Table IV. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) Proposed
for the Global Change Technology Initiative (GCTI)
1.0 Observation thrust
1.1 Coolers
1.2 Detectors
1.3 Submillimeter
1.4 Microwave sensing
1.5 Optics
1.6 Pointing and control
1.7 Lasers
1.8 Calibration
2.0 Spacecraft and operations thrust
2.1 Materials
2.2 Structures and control
2.3 Systems analysis
2.4 Power
2.5 Propulsion
2.6 Thermal control
3.0 Data and information systems thrust
3.1 Systems
3.2 Flight element
3.3 Information transfer
3.4 Ground element
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TableV.Summaryof LaRCProposalsSubmittedto theGCTI
1.0
Thrust
2.0
Observation:
1.1Coolers
1.2Detectors
1.3Submillimeter
1.4Microwavesensing
1.5Optics
1.6Pointingandcontrol
1.7Lasers
1.8Calibration
Subtotal
3.0
Spacecraft and
operations:
2.1 Materials
2.2 Structures and control
2.3 Systems analysis
2.4 Power
2.5 Propulsion
2.6 Thermal control
Subtotal
Data and information systems:
3.1 Systems
3.2 Flight element
3.3 Information transfer
3.4 Ground element
Subtotal
Grand total
Proposal funding requirements, millions of dollars
No. of
quad charts FY90 FY91
1
8 1.53
0
8 .90
9 .98
3
10 .10
1
0.10
6.03
8.60
2.68
.90
5.95
1.50
4O 3.51 25.76
5
2
6
1
2
2
1.50
1.50
.40
1.00
1.40
6.41
18
6
13
4
1
FY92
0.10
8.73
FY93
0.10
8.73
12.55
4.20
1.10
11.70
6.50
2.70
FY94 FY95
0.20 0.20
8.05 4.65
9.55 5.75
4.70 1.10
1.50 .70
24
82
4.25
8.OO
10.25
.20
.35
.35
23.40
3.95
27.30
6.30
.50
38.05
87.21
8.50
1.10
36.28
7.90
10.00
16.20
.25
.30
.35
35.00
6.55
33.80
6.40
1.00
47.75
119.03
11.60
.20
41.53
10.60
15.50
20.05
.20
.35
.50
47.20
8.15
45.90
7.80
1.50
63.35
152.08
13.20 8.50
0 0
37.20 20.90
11.70 11.15
21.00 15.00
46.90 50.90
.25 .25
.45 .20
.60 .40
80.90 77.90
5.70 3.50
40.50 23.10
10.30 11.30
1.50 2.00
58.00 39.90
176.10 138.70
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Table VI. Traceability of Technologies to Mea.surement Techniques and Science Requirements
IL Technique -- LaRC sur)_
[ I ] ] [ I [ ] [ ] Horizontal E Verticaal I I
[ Gas [ UV I [ ] I ] [Active I /resolution, [resolution. [ [
idar [correlation [radiometry [Visible [ IR [Far IR [Sub nun ]Microwave [cavity IIn-situ__ km [ km ._ lAceuracs"
Observables
Tropospheric constituents
Trace gases ¢
Ozone ,/
Aerosols ,/
Clouds ¢
Middle atmospheric constituents
Trace gases x/
Ozone 4
Aerosols ¢
Atmospheric response variables
Temperature ¢
Pressure 4
Wind* v'
Precipitation
Radiation components*
Solar irradiance*
Surface characteristics
Soil moisture
Vegetation index*
Biomass burning
Volcanoes
Albedo
Ocean variables
Temperature
Sea ice extent
Sea level 4
CO2 content
Plate motions v'
,/ ,/ ¢ ,/ ¢ 500 3.5 10%.
¢ v' ¢ ¢ ¢ 200 2 10%
¢ ,/ ¢ 100 .2 20%
,/ v' ¢ v' ¢ 1 .1 5 %
,/ ¢ ¢ ¢ ,/ ,/ 500 3.5 5%
x/ ¢ q ¢ _/ ¢ 200 1 5%
¢ 4 ¢ 200 1 20%
,/
4
¢
,/ ,/
,/ ,/
,/ ,/
,/ ¢
,/ ,/
Technology needs
_/ ,/ ,/ 300 2 I K
,/ ,/ ,/
v' ¢ 25 3 2 m/s
¢ 1 10%
10o 1%
Observation
Cryogenic cooler technology ¢ ¢
Detector technology ,/ v' ,/ ,/
Submillimeter technology
Microwave technology
Optical systems technology ,/ ¢ ¢ ¢
Pointing & control technology ¢ x/ ,/ ¢
Laser system technology ¢
Calibration technology ,/ ¢ q q
Spacecrah /Operations
Materials technology ,/ ¢ ¢ ,/
Structures & control technology ¢ ,./ ../ ,/
Systems technology ¢ ¢ ¢ x/
Power technology ¢ q ¢ ¢
Propulsion technology
Thermal systems technology ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
Data/Information
Systems technology ¢
Flight processing technology ¢
Information transfer technology ¢
Ground processing technology 4
* High temporal requirements.
v¢x/x/v' [
4 --4 - ,/ 10 5%
v' 1 1%
.5
1
100 1%
¢ 14
5 20
10
,/ .5
1 1000
.I°C
10m
1 em
__i .5 cm
,/ ,/
,/ i ¢
4 ,/
v' [ ,/
¢ ,/ ¢
,/ ¢ ¢
,/ ¢
¢ ¢ ,/
_t 4 ¢
,/ 4 4 ,/
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/
¢ 4 v' ¢
4 4 ¢ 4
,/ ,/ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
,/ ,/ ,/ ¢
¢ 4 ,/ 4
¢ ¢ ,/ _/
,/ ,/ 4 ¢
,/
4 ,/
¢
,/
•/ ¢
4 4
4
,/ 4
,/
v / x/
¢
4
¢ ,/
,/ ,/
¢ 4
¢ ,/
,/ 4
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Table VII. Three Phases Proposed in Implementing the GCTI Program
Phase I EOS technology:
Cryogenic coolers
Infrared arrays
Active microwave
Submillimeter
Laser sensing
Multiinstrument pointing
Optical communications
Data visualization
Access and retrieval
Information archives
NDE/NDI
EOS systems analysis
Phase 2 LEO/GEO technology:
Microwave sensing
Power systems
Propulsion
Chip level integration
Optics
Large array CCD
Software engineering
Space environment effects
Deployable structures
LEO/GEO system studies
Pha_se 3 Mission to Planet Earth:
To be determined
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